destruction in Iraq. That statement was false, designed to mislead the public into supporting a war. That press conference serves as a modern example of what propaganda looks like today. 
How does Audience Relation Impact Online Communication?
Audience relation is making a message relevant to a given audience. In the age of the Internet, this is often confused with pandering. Pandering is giving an audience what they want in an attempt to indulge them. The difference is in the intent. If a content creator creates helpful and important material for their audience, that isn't pandering. But, if that same audience has been demanding a certain video or message and the creator indulges to try to get more people into their audience, that is pandering. Audiences hold great power over online mass communication. In some instances, audiences are able to hold content creators accountable. When they reject harmful or bad messages, it shows creators they can't get away with unethical messages. Audiences are also able to change the intent of a communicator. If a communicator regularly sends out messages, say in the form of YouTube videos, then an audience can change the content of those messages by watching certain videos but not watching others. When a content creator takes a step back to see what is successful and what isn't, they can change their message accordingly. In this way, audiences have a large impact on online communication.
What is Convergent Media?
Convergent media is the intersection of traditional and digital media. Rather than attempt to maintain coverage only in traditional spaces, media organizations have begun to integrate digital media into their existing traditional media coverage. Snapchat stories, Twitter accounts, websites, mobile sites, etc. are adaptations made by traditional media outlets to keep up with the times. When people criticize traditional media for being slow or inaccurate, convergent media is the response.
Convergent media has many uses, but is largely used as a way to reinforce traditional media content and supplement it with additional features and coverage. For instance, CNN covers traditional media with a news channel, but also brings that coverage online to its website, a news app for smart devices, and Snapchat stories of breaking news. This is an attempt to revolutionize the traditional media coverage they bring to the table and evolve with technology, and it is one of the defining features of convergent media.
A drawback of convergent media is having to find ways to adapt coverage for multiple media. Snapchat does not allow for the same long-form coverage of a television show, and a tweet does not allow for the same in-depth reporting as an article. Finding ways to use newer forms of digital media while still maintaining the integrity and depth of traditional media is one of the most challenging aspects facing traditional media outlets today.
Additionally, the rise of smartphones with cameras and Internet access is causing traditional media to compete with bloggers and other Internet users who can cover news stories in some of the same ways as convergent media outlets. This race for views means traditional media outlets must attempt to break into
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How do Governments Engage in Mass Communication?
A large form of mass communication comes from governments. Governments are able to engage in both good and bad forms of mass communication. This section will address the good, and the following sections will present the harmful methods of government mass communication.
Good mass communication is used by the government to better the public good and send out important messages that can save lives. First, governments use mass communication to send out health campaigns. They make posters, ads, and fund initiatives to increase flu vaccination rates or encourage activities that reduce the risk of spreading infection. These issues don't have much impact when only one or two people get the message, so mass communication is key to address these sorts of health issues. Another use of mass communication is emergency communication. Weather alerts, evacuation messages, and public service announcements are examples of governments using mass communication to warn people away from dangerous situations. Town halls and television broadcasts such as those found on C-SPAN are how governments use mass communication to increase transparency. By showing us the workings of government processes, we are able to engage with policy-makers to be more involved with the process of government.
What is Propaganda?
Propaganda is state-controlled mass communication that is usually false or lacks context in an attempt to manipulate the population. First, propaganda is state-controlled. Messages from private networks or companies can't be propaganda. However, if a message from a government official is given to a private network and required to be broadcast, that can be considered propaganda. Next, propaganda is mass communication. Propaganda messages are most effective when large numbers of people are exposed to them. As such, they must be disseminated on a large scale. Third, propaganda is usually false or lacking context. These messages are meant to make a population believe a certain message that is contrary to a factual representation. When messages lack context, the government can control how information is understood and make it easier to complete whatever government agenda they may have. Finally, propaganda is manipulative. It tries to change the way a population thinks so they become okay with bad government actions. Propaganda requires a population to have a wide-scale shift in thinking in order to be effective. If people do not change how they view an issue to be more favorable for the controlling government, the propaganda isn't effective.
Reflect Poll: Benefits of Mass Communication Do you think mass media on the Internet has done more harm or more good?
• more harm • more good Expand: Free Speech Overview A population's most valuable tool in combating propaganda is free speech . This section will discuss what free speech is and isn't, and the responsibilities that come with free speech. It is important to know that
